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4Q{1 Highlights. U.S. economic growth rebounded. Europe continued to struggle with sovereign debUbank issues. Economies of large developing countries continued to slow. Stock markets recovered from third quarter sell-offs

Despite all the stock market volatility, the S&P 500 index excluding dividends finished 2011
basically unchanged (down 0.003o/o) - U.S. stock investors could have avoided a lot of anxiety by
simply taking the year off!

Economy

As 2012 begins, the consensus is that the eurozone will experience significant contraction, China
may be in for a hard landing, and the U.S., which is expected to show its strongest growth of
2011 in the just-ended fourth quarter, will continue its moderate recovery. At the least, the
outlook for 2012 is uncertain. Much seems to depend on: 1) political decisions coming out of
Europe and 2) the extent to which the European Central Bank supports "peripheral" countries
(Greece, Spain, etc.) facing especially difficult budgetary issues and high borrowing costs.

U.S. Current estimates are that fourth quarter GDP grew at roughly a3.0o/o rate. Retail/holiday
sales were strong, although driven in part by significant discounting. More important, savings
rates declined in the quarter, implying that fourth quarter consumer spending may have
"borrowed" from future quarters. Finally, we believe the fourth quarter also was helped by
unseasonably mild weather.

Growth estimates for 2012 GDP are in the range of 2.0o/o, which seems reasonable to us.
Political gridlock in Washington may prove positive for growth, as its unlikely either party wants to
risk slowing the economy prior to the November election. On the negative side, we continue to
believe improvement in housing is crucialfor a consistently stronger U.S. economy. While
housing appears to have bottomed out, we judge there is still a large overhang of homes that
owners will try to sell at the first signs of an upturn. Thus we don't expect a significant
improvement in housing in2012.

As occurred in 2011, when GDP growth ranged trom 0.4o/o in the first quarter to the estimated
3.0% in the fourth quarter, we expect continued variability in quarterly growth rates.

Europe. The consensus is that the eurozone will be in recession in 2012 with the U.K. economy
faring little better. Certainly, individual European economies will contract as governments cut
spending to meet deficit reduction goals. We expect continued headline risk as Germany calls for
peripheral countries to reduce deficits and the economies of these countries continue to shrink
due to austerity - as occurred in Greece throughout 2011.

On the positive side, eurozone economic weakness is likely to lead to further declines in the Euro,
which should have the impact of improving the area's prospects for exports, an important
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component in Germany's economy. So on the one hand peripheral European economies are
likely to have a tough 2012; on the other, its possible that modest growth in Germany may help
keep the eurozone as a whole out of a deep recession.

Finally, while there are real structural problems with the set up of the eurozone, it seems to us
that part of the problem is one of confidence. lf the European Central Bank - by purchasing
sovereign debt, accepting debt for collateral or in whatever other manner - can help reduce
countries' borrowing costs, we believe this would have a material impact in easing the current
crisis atmosphere. And while an easing of the crisis mentality won't solve long-term issues it may
improve confidence and the potential for growth.

From watching 201 1, it seems to us that Germany and the European Central Bank want the
eurozone to survive. They will put as much pressure as possible on struggling countries to get
their economies in order, but in the end they will work with these countries to maintain the status
quo (with Greece perhaps being an exception). Our best guess is that Europe as a whole
muddles through 2012 without a deep, eurozone-wide contraction.

Develooinq Countries. The Chinese, lndian and Brazilian economies allmoderated in 2011 - in
response to their own efforts to restrain inflation by raising interest rates and as the rest of the
world slowed. Our thesis on these large economies remains unchanged, which is that the
governments need to foster growth to keep their people happy. There will be hiccups along the
way (reports of significant overbuilding in China is a current concern) but we feel the long-term
positive trend is intact.

Markets

Eouities. The fourth quarter saw a good rebound in stock markets. The rebound was strongest
where economies were perceived to be improving most. The S&P 500 in the U.S. gained 11.1yo,
followed by increases of 4.4o/o and 3.3% in emerging and developed (excluding the Americas)
markets indices, respectively. For the year, the S&P 500 increased 2.1o/o including dividends.
Emerging markets were the worst broad segment in2011, down 18.4o/o, with developed markets
down 12.170. The MSCI World index (a broad measure of markets across the globe) declined
7.4o/o for the year.

Fixed income. Long-term U.S. Treasuries were the place to be in 2011, with the Barclays 20+
Year Treasury Bond index returning 33.8% for the year. The broader Aggregate Bond index (a
combination of Treasury and investment grade corporate debt) return ed 7.8o/o. We certainly
wouldn't have predicted such strong returns at the beginning of 2011, and believe 2012 will see
much more muted gains, if any, in the long term Treasury markets.

Portfolio Positioning

Diversified portfolios. Dividend paying, consumer staples and utilities exchange traded funds
(ETFs) continue to be a focus. We believe this remains a prudent strategy given our outlook for
generally slow economic growth, but acknowledge (and are a little concerned) that this is
consensus thinking as we enter 2012. We also recently added a position in a natural gas master
limited partnership fund in an effort to pick up some yield.

On the fixed income side, we continue to favor shorter-term investment grade funds/ETFs. Yields
remain low but we are wary of extending durations significantly. Where appropriate, we feel
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emerging market sovereign debt and high-yield corporate bond funds/ETFs, both in small
quantities, make sense as a way to generate income. Bond ratings of several emerging market
countries were upgraded in 2011 (a good number of these already were investment grade) and
leveraged companies have had substantialopportunity to: 1) lower borrowing costs and 2) prove
over the last couple of years that they can navigate a slow U.S. economy.

Equitv-onlv oortfolios. These remain positioned similar to where they were at the end of the third
quarter, with overweighting in long-term themes including energy, agriculture, materials and
emerging markets. Layered on these themes are significant positions in dividend focused and
consumer staples ETFs (same concern as in diversified portfolios).

lndividual stocks currently account for 25o/o-30o/o of portfolio values - the majority of these are
large established companies with strong free cash generating abilities and, we believe, good
long-term prospects. Three more speculative stocks - in small sizes - were purchased in an
effort to enhance portfolio performance. Over short periods of time, equity portfolios are likely to
have a higher beta (move up or down more) than the S&P 500 index but we're excited about the
long-term potential.

The S&P 500 is currently selling at about 12.4x consensus earnings estimates of $105 lor 2012.
This is a reasonable valuation. On the whole, cash balances are very high at American
companies and profit margins are at record levels. We believe profit margins can stay at these
levels (absent significant negative impact from Europe) until the economy really picks up, at
which time expenses may rise faster than revenues. Although we were wrong in ovenrveighting
emerging markets in 2011, we note that the P/E ratio in this sector is about 10.5x, a significant
discount to U.S. equities despite higher growth rates. We feel emerging markets could generate
good returns in2012.
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